I did not have any problems with girls. I did not have problems then with girls in high school. But as the year 1961 went on, I felt strange sexual feelings toward boys. These feelings led to thoughts that I should question them about their sexual development under the guise of "sex instruction" for my own curiosity.

(continues)

Rough River

In the fall of 1961, I started to touch a few boys, and found that the work was not as difficult as I thought it would be. I questioned several boys about having the boys come to see me. I proposed that it was a family matter between the boy and myself.

To this day, I cannot recall which boys I touched by fondling.
But only certain ones become "targets." My behavior was reported to parents, just as had (Archbishop) in late November 1961.

General from the assignment a eight day, seven night, date with a Psychiatrist, (cited)

Volunteer (Archbishop) followed. This is when I volunteered to leave the active ministry. But the Archbishop said me odd that "I would be a good priest." Within years weeks I was assigned to another parish.

REASSIGNED. I reassigned in my second assignment almost two years. The past I liked boys and girls. He was a good child in quite enthusiastic spirit. I thought I should try more like this. This was not the work force in this assignment as in my previous one.

LESS WORK. (Which led me to feeling that I must rewrite my "per abuse circle diagram" for the two year period.) In 1962 he had no problems. I also counted boy Marseille. But those on Guard determined not to become physically familiar by hugging it seriously talked.

Feb 13. 1962. The turned sick, and I was his mentor to be in Tuesday evening. When he returned to church it had been become worse.

Feb 14. Tuberculosis! So the family he went to the
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